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Séminaire – Atelier de formation et de certification CAPM® et PMP® en Management de projet Dakar, 08 – 13 avril et 24 – 29 juin 2013



SERIE 4 : RISQUES, APPROVISIONNEMENTS, CODE ETHIQUE A- MANAGEMENT DES RISQUES 1. When is it appropriate to accept a project risk? A. It is never appropriate to accept a project risk. B. All risks must be mitigated or transferred. C. It is appropriate to accept a risk if the project team has never completed this type of project work before. D. It is appropriate if the risk is in balance with the reward. 2. Frances is the project manager of the LKJ Project. Which of the following techniques will she use to create the risk management plan? A. Risk tolerance B. Status meetings C. Planning meetings D. Variance meetings 3. You are the project manager of the GHK Project. You and the manufacturer have agreed to substitute the type of plastic used in the product to a slightly thicker grade should there be more than 7 percent error in production. The thicker plastic will cost more and require the production to slow down, but the errors should diminish. This is an example of which of the following? A. Threshold B. Tracking C. Budgeting D. JIT manufacturing 4. An organization’s risk tolerance is also known as what? A. The utility function B. Herzberg’s theory of motivation C. Risk acceptance D. The risk-reward ratio 5. The customers of the project have requested additions to the project scope. The project manager notifies you that additional risk planning will need to be added to the project schedule. Why?
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A. The risk planning should always be the same amount of time as the activities required by the scope change. B. Risk planning should always occur whenever the scope is adjusted. C. Risk planning should only occur at the project manager’s discretion. D. The project manager is incorrect. Risk planning does not need to happen at every change in the project. 6. Which one of the following best describes the risk register? A. It documents all of the outcomes of the other risk management processes. B. It’s a document that contains the initial risk identification entries. C. It’s a system that tracks all negative risks within a project. D. It’s part of the project’s project management information system (PMIS) for integrated change control. 7. _______________________ include(s) fire, theft, or injury, and offer(s) no chance for gain. A. Business risks B. Pure risks C. Risk acceptance D. Life risks 8. Complete this sentence: A project risk is a(n)______________________occurrence that can affect the project for good or bad. A. Known B. Potential C. Uncertain D. Known unknown 9. When should risk identification happen? A. As early as possible in the initiation process B. As early as possible in the planning process C. Throughout the product management life cycle D. Throughout the project life cycle 10. You are the project manager of the KLJH Project. This project will last two years and has 30 stakeholders. How often should risk identification take place? A. Once at the beginning of the project B. Throughout the execution processes C. Throughout the project D. Once per project phase 11. Which one of the following is an acceptable tool for risk identification? A. Decision tree analysis B. Decomposition of the project scope C. The Delphi Technique
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D. Pareto charting 12. You are the project manager for a project that will create a new and improved Web site for your company. Currently, your company has over eight million users around the globe. You would like to poll experts within your organization with a simple, anonymous form asking about any foreseeable risks in the design, structure, and intent of the Web site. With the collected information, subsequent anonymous polls are submitted to the group of experts. This is an example of _________________________________. A. Risk identification B. A trigger C. An anonymous trigger D. The Delphi Technique 13. Which risk analysis technique provides the project manager with a risk ranking? A. Quantifiable B. Qualitative C. The utility function D. SWOT analysis 14. A table of risks, their probability, impact, and a number representing the overall risk score is called a ____________________________. A. Risk table B. Probability and impact matrix C. Quantitative matrix D. Qualitative matrix 15. You are presented with the following table: Risk Event Probability Impact Cost/Benefit EMV 1 .20 -4,000 2 .50 5,000 3 .45 -300 4 .22 500 5 .35 -4,500 What is the EMV for Risk Event 3? A. $135 B. –$300 C. $45 D. –$135
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16. You are presented with the following table: Risk Event Probability Impact Cost/Benefit Ex$V 1 .20 -4,000 2 .50 5,000 3 .45 -300 4 .22 500 5 .35 -4,500 Based on the preceding numbers, what is the amount needed for the contingency fund? A. Unknown with this information B. 249,000 C. 117,150 D. 15,750 17. The water sanitation project manager has determined that the risks associated with handling certain chemicals are too high. He has decided to allow someone else to complete this portion of the project, and so has outsourced the handling and installation of the chemicals and filter equipment to an experienced contractor. This is an example of which of the following? A. Avoidance B. Acceptance C. Mitigation D. Transference 18. A project manager and the project team are actively monitoring the pressure gauge on a piece of equipment. Sarah, the engineer, recommends a series of steps to be implemented should the pressure rise above 80 percent. The 80 percent mark represents what? A. An upper control limit B. The threshold C. Mitigation D. A workaround 19. You are presented with the following table: Risk Event Probability Impact Cost/Benefit Ex$V 1 .20 -4,000 2 .50 5,000 3 .45 -300 4 .22 500 5 .35 -4,500 6 What would Risk Event 6 be based on the following information: Marty is 60 percent certain that he can get the facility needed for $45,000, which is $7,000 less than what was planned for. A. .60, 45,000, 27,000 B. .60, 52,000, 31,200
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C. .60, 7,000, 4,200 D. .60, –7,000, –4,200 20. Which of the following can determine multiple scenarios, given various risks and the probability of their impact? A. Decision tree B. Monte Carlo technique C. Pareto chart D. Gantt chart



B- MANAGEMENT DES APPROVISIONNEMENTS 1. Which of the following may be used as a risk mitigation tool? A. Vendor proposal B. Contract C. Quotation D. Project requirements 2. You are the project manager for the 89A Project. You have created a contract for your customer. The contract must have what two things? A. Offer and consideration B. Signatures and the stamp of a notary public C. Value and worth of the procured item D. Start date and acceptance of start date 3. The project scope statement can help a project manager create procurement details. Which one of the following best describes this process? A. The project scope statement defines the contracted work. B. The project scope statement defines the requirements for the contract work. C. The project scope statement defines the contracted work, which must support the requirements of the project customer. D. Both parties must have and retain their own copy of the product description. 4. Yolanda has outsourced a portion of a project to a vendor. The vendor has discovered some issues that will influence the cost and schedule of its portion of the project. How must the agreement be updated? A. As a new contract signed by Yolanda and the vendor. B. As directed by the contract change control system. C. As a memo and SOW signed by Yolanda and the vendor. D. Project management contracts have clauses that allow vendors to adjust their work according to unknowns.
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5. The United States backs all contracts through which of the following? A. Federal law B. State law C. Court system D. Lawyers 6. Terry is the project manager of the MVB Project. She needs to purchase a piece of equipment for her project. The accounting department has informed Terry that she needs a unilateral form of contract. Accounting is referring to which of the following? A. SOW B. Legally binding contract C. Purchase order D. Invoice from the vendor 7. The purpose of a contract is to distribute between the buyer and seller a reasonable amount of what? A. Responsibility B. Risk C. Reward D. Accountability 8. Privity is what? A. Relationship between the project manager and a known vendor B. Relationship between the project manager and an unknown vendor C. Contractual, confidential information between customer and vendor D. Professional information regarding the sale between customer and vendor 9. Sammy is the project manager of the DSA Project. He is considering proposals and contracts presented by vendors for a portion of the project work. Of the following, which contract is least risky to the DSA Project from Sammy’s perspective? A. Cost plus fixed fee B. Cost plus percentage of cost C. Cost plus incentive fee D. Fixed-price 10. In the following contract types, which one requires the seller to assume the risk of cost overruns? A. Cost plus fixed fee B. Cost plus incentive fee C. Lump-sum D. Time and materials
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11. Benji is the project manager of the PLP Project. He has hired an independent contractor for a portion of the project work. The contractor is billing the project $120 per hour plus materials. This is an example of what? A. Cost plus fixed fee B. Time and materials C. Unit-price D. Lump-sum 12. Mary is the project manager of the JHG Project. She has created a contract statement of work (SOW) for a vendor. All of the following contribute to the creation of the contract statement of work, except for which one? A. Project scope statement B. Work breakdown structure (WBS) C. Risk register D. WBS dictionary 13. You are the project manager for a software development project for an accounting system that will operate over the Internet. Based on your research, you have discovered that it will cost you $25,000 to write your own code. Once the code is written, you estimate you’ll spend $3,000 per month updating the software with client information, government regulations, and maintenance. A vendor has proposed to write the code for your company and charge a fee based on the number of clients using the program every month. The vendor will charge you $5 per month per user of the Web-based accounting system. You will have roughly 1,200 clients using the system per month. However, you’ll need an in-house accountant to manage the time and billing of the system, so this will cost you an extra $1,200 per month. How many months will you have to use the system before it is better to write your own code than to hire the vendor? A. 3 months B. 4 months C. 6 months D. 15 months 14. Henry has sent the ABN Contracting Company a letter of intent. This means what? A. Henry intends to sue the ABN Contracting Company. B. Henry intends to buy from the ABN Contracting Company. C. Henry intends to bid on a job from the ABN Contracting Company. D. Henry intends to fire the ABN Contracting Company. PART II 15. Martha is the project manager of the MNB Project. She wants a vendor to offer her one price to do all of the detailed work. Martha is looking for which type of document? A. Request for proposal B. Request for information C. Proposal D. Invitation for bid
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16. Which one of the following is true about procurement documents? A. They offer no room for bidders to suggest changes. B. They ensure receipt of complete proposals. C. They inform the performing organization why the bid is being created. D. The project manager creates and selects the bid. 17. In what process group does the select seller process happen? A. Initiating B. Planning C. Executing D. Closing 18. You have an emergency on your project. You have hired a vendor who is to start work immediately. What contract is needed now? A. T&M B. Fixed-price C. Letter contract D. Incentive contract 19. You are the project manager for a seller and are managing another company’s project. Things have gone well on the project, and the work is nearly complete. There is still a significant amount of funds in the project budget. The buyer’s representative approaches you and asks that you complete some optional requirements to use up the remaining budget. You should do what? A. Negotiate a change in the contract to take on the additional work. B. Complete a contract change for the additional work. C. Gain the approval of the project stakeholder for the requested work. D. Deny the change because it was not in the original contract. 20. A tornado has wrecked your construction project. The tornado is known as what? A. Force majeure B. Risk transference C. Direct costs D. Unknown unknown
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C- CODE ETHIQUE ET DEONTOLOGIQUE 1. You are the project manager of the JKN Project. The project customer has requested that you inflate your cost estimates by 25 percent. He reports that his management always reduces the cost of the estimates, so this is the only method to get the monies needed to complete the project. Which of the following is the best response to this situation? A. Do as the customer asked to ensure that the project requirements can be met by adding the increase as a contingency reserve. B. Do as the customer asked to ensure that the project requirements can be met by adding the increase across each task. C. Do as the customer asked by creating an estimate for the customer’s management and another for the actual project implementation. D. Complete an accurate estimate of the project. In addition, create a risk assessment on why the project budget would be inadequate. PART II 2. You are the project manager for the BNH Project. This project takes place in a different county than where you are from. The project leader from this country presents a team of workers that are only from his family. What should you do? A. Reject the team leader’s recommendations and assemble your own project team. B. Review the résumé and qualifications of the proposed project team before approving the team. C. Determine if the country’s traditions include hiring from the immediate family before hiring from outside the family. D. Replace the project leader with an impartial project leader. 3. You are about to begin negotiations on a new project that is to take place in another country. Which of the following should be your guide on what business practices are allowed and discouraged? A. The project charter B. The project plan C. Company policies and procedures D. The PMP Code of Conduct 4. One of your project team members reports that he sold pieces of equipment because he needed to pay for his daughter’s school tuition. He says that he has paid back the money by working overtime without reporting the hours worked so that his theft remains private. What should you do? A. Fire the project team member. B. Report the team member to his manager. C. Suggest that the team member report his action to human resources. D. Tell the team member you’re disappointed in what he did and advise him not to do something like this again.
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5. You are the project manager of the SUN Project. Your organization is a functional environment, and you do not get along well with the functional manager leading the project. You are in disagreement with the manager on how the project should proceed, the timings of the activities, the suggested schedule, and the expected quality of the work. The manager has requested that you get to work on several of the activities on the critical path even though you and she have not solved the issues concerning the project. What should you do? A. Go to senior management and voice your concerns. B. Complete the activities as requested. C. Ask to be taken off of the project. D. Refuse to begin activities on the project until the issues are resolved. 6. PMI has contacted you regarding an ethics violation of a PMP candidate. The question is in regards to a friend that said he worked as a project manager under your guidance. You know this is not true, but to save a friendship, you avoid talking with PMI. This is a violation of what? A. The PMP code to cooperate on ethics violations investigations B. The PMP code to report accurate information C. The PMP code to report any PMP violations D. Law concerning ethical practices 7. You are the project manager for the Log Cabin Project. One of your vendors is completing a large portion of the project. You have heard a rumor that the vendor is losing many of its workers due to labor issues. In light of this information, what should you do? A. Stop work with the vendor until the labor issues are resolved. B. Communicate with the vendor regarding the rumor. C. Look to secure another vendor to replace the current one. D. Negotiate with the labor union to secure the workers on your project. 8. You are the project manager for the PMH Project. Three vendors have submitted cost estimates for the project. One of the estimates is significantly higher than similar project work in the past. In this scenario, you should do what? A. Ask the other vendors about the higher estimate from the third vendor. B. Use the cost estimates from the historical information. C. Take the high cost to the vendor to discuss the discrepancy before reviewing the issue with the other vendors. D. Ask the vendor that supplied the high estimate for information on how the estimate was prepared. 9. You are the project manager of the LKH Project. This project must be completed within six months. The project is two months into the schedule and is starting to slip. As of now, the project is one week behind schedule. Based on your findings, you believe that you can make some corrective actions and recover the lost time over the next month to get the project back on schedule. Management, however, requires weekly status reports on cost and schedule. What should you do?
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A. Report that the project is one week behind schedule, but will finish on schedule based on cited corrective actions. B. Report that the project is on schedule and will finish on schedule. C. Report that the project is off schedule by a few days, but will finish onschedule. D. Report that the project is running late. 10. As a contracted project manager, you have been assigned a project with a budget of $1.5 million. The project is scheduled to last seven months, but your most recent earned value management (EVM) report shows that the project will finish ahead of schedule by nearly six weeks. If this happens, you will lose $175,000 in billable time. What should you do? A. Bill for the entire $1.5 million, since this was the approved budget. B. Bill for the $1.5 million by adding additional work at the end of the project. C. Report to the customer the project status and completion date. D. Report to the customer the project status and completion date, and ask if they’d like to add any additional features to account for the monies not spent. 11. You are the project manager of the PMH Project. You have been contracted to design the placement of several pieces of manufacturing equipment. You have completed the project scope and are ready to pass the work over to the installer. The installer begins to schedule you to help with the installation of the manufacturing equipment. You should do what? A. Help the installer place the equipment according to the design documents. B. Help the installer place the equipment as the customer sees fit. C. Refuse to help the installer, since the project scope has been completed. D. Help the installer place the equipment, but insist that the quality control be governed by your design specifications. 12. You are the project manager of the 12BA Project. You have completed the project according to the design documents and have met the project scope. The customer agrees that the design document requirements have been met; however, the customer is not pleased with the project deliverables and is demanding additional adjustments be made to complete the project. What is the best way to continue? A. Complete the work as the customer has requested. B. Complete the work at 1.5 times the billable rate. C. Do nothing. The project scope is completed. D. Do nothing. Management from the performing organization and the customer’s organization will need to determine why the project failed before adding work. 13. You are the project manager of the AAA Project. Due to the nature of the project, much of the work will require overtime between Christmas and New Year’s Day. Many of the project team members, however, have requested vacation during that week. What is the best way to continue? A. Refuse all vacation requests and require all team members to work. B. Only allow vacation requests for those team members who are not needed during that week.
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C. Divide tasks equally among the team members so that each works the same amount of time. D. Allow team members to volunteer for the overtime work. 14. You are a project manager for your organization. Your project is to install several devices for one of your company’s clients. The client has requested that you complete a few small tasks that are not in the project scope. To maintain the relationship with the client, you oblige her request and complete the work without informing your company. This is an example of what? A. Effective expert judgment B. Failure to satisfy the scope of professional services C. Contract change control D. Integrated change control 15. You are completing a project for a customer in another country. One of the customs in this country is to honor the project manager of a successful project with a gift. Your company, however, does not allow project managers to accept gifts from any entity worth more than $50. At the completion of the project, the customer presents you with a new car in a public ceremony. What should you do? A. Accept the car, since it is a custom of the country; to refuse it would be an insult to your hosts. B. Refuse to accept the car, since it would result in a conflict with your organization’s policy on gifts. C. Accept the car and then return it, in private, to the customer. D. Accept the car and then donate the car to a charity in the customer’s name. 16. You have a project team member who is sabotaging your project because he does not agree with it. What should you do? A. Fire the project team member. B. Present the problem to management. C. Present the problem to management with a solution to remove the team member from the project. D. Present the problem to management with a demand to fire the project team member. 17. You are the project manager of a project in Asia. You discover that the project leader has hired family members for several lucrative contracts on the project. What should you consider? A. Cultural issues B. Ethical issues C. Organizational issues D. Political issues
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18. Of the following, which one achieves customer satisfaction? A. Completing the project requirements B. Maintaining the project cost C. Maintaining the project schedule D. Completing the project with the defined quality metrics 19. A PMP has been assigned to manage a project in a foreign country. The disorientation the PMP will likely experience as he gets acclimated to the country is known as what? A. The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis B. Time dimension C. Ethnocentrism D. Culture shock 20. You are the project manager for an information technology project. It has come to your attention that a technical problem has stopped the project work. How should you proceed? A. Measure the project performance to date and account for the cost of the technical problem. B. Rebaseline the project performance to account for the technical problem. C. Work with the project team to develop alternative solutions to the technical problem. D. Outsource the technical problem to a vendor.
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